
The
Exlsters

were a 1978

powerpop
new wave punk
group from Toronto.

The band grew out of

an earlier group known as
the Toyz. George Hlgton from

the Existers also ran Shades,
one of the first Toronto punk
fanzines, so there Is a lot of history

behind this band. They came In to

Equaiizing-X-Dlstort In May of last year

to toll their stories of the old scene.

This Interview was conducted by Greg
Dick.

MRR: Now Barrie, you were a member of

the Toyz, and the other original member
Baby Oil, who was also in the Existers,

Is sadly no longer with us. So we will-

have to rely on you for most of the Toyz

. information. How did the Toyz. come
about?

Barrie: We were just fans like everybody

else. Mike Dent, the drummer for the Dents,

was at the same high school as us, and

he started telling us about punk rock. He
said you got to come and check this thing

out. So we went down and saw the Diodes

play, and that sort of blew my lid. And then

I went to see the Viletones, and I thought

"Okay I dont know what this is." I had been

a prog rock/glam guy, and this music was
something that I was looking for. Something •

fresh. Everything was so horrible at the time.

So we just started hanging out. I decided to

see if I could write some songs; that was
the Toyz. I had written a couple of songs,

and they sounded punky to me.

MRR: Did the Toyz do.any cover songs?

Barrie: "My Boyfriend's Back". Well,

Oil swung every which way, and so there's

going to be trouble. His boyfriend's going

to beat the hell out of you if you mess
arognd.

MRR; Who was In the Toyz?

Barrie: There was Steven "Baby Oil" Hall,

who was the lead singer, and then there

was Ricky Rancid. That was what we called

our drummer Ricky Mertz, he is gone parts

Unknown, and Peter Pubic was our fifteen-

year-old bass player. I thought he was
about seventeen or eighteen. He had this

little moustache, and this sort' of power.

George:
Yeah,
but nobody

pushed those

kids around.

Barrie: No they

didn't, but he was
playing at David's and

Sandy was always hitting .

on him, until he found out he

was fifteen and in his club and

then tie blew his mind. So we end

up replacing him with Mark Weber,

who we called Mark Machine and he

was the older brother of Even Weber,

who wa$the lead singer of the Dents, so

it's all incestuous.

MRR: I didn't realize there was such a

strong Dents connection. Where was
the first gig for the Toyz?

Barrie: It was at David's. We did three nights

with the Curse. That was a disaster the first

night, and sort of slowly came around, but it

was mostly just booze and stupidity.

MRR: Tell me about the Curse. What
were they like?

Barrie: We were like-groupies for the Curse

before we actually had our band. We had a

shirt all signed by Dr. Bourque and Mickey

Skin. They were tough and brave. They

were just crazy wild girls. One time when
they were playing at the Shock Theatre,

opening up for Sylvain Sylvain, I don't know
who did the booking, but there was this

Who cover band, and we started booing

them. The Curse got up and were crawling

up on the stage, and these guys just packed
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it in. They were afraid that Mickey Skin was
going to rip their heads off.

MRR: You guys played the Shock Theatre

with the Ugly. What do you remember of

those guys?

Barrie: The Ugly are my favorite out of all

the punk bands.

George: That was the show where I first saw
the Toyz.

Barrie: Well that's right. We were asked

to do this fundraiser for Shades Magazine

and it was utter chaos. Baby Oil was really

on his game and he had cat food that he

shoved down his pants, so he was pulling

that out and throwing chunks of it at people.

And we had taken a fire .extinguisher; we
thought this would be really cool, like a dry

ice mist or something. I don't know what the

hell we thought. Anyway, he pulled it out at

the end, and we cleared about 200 to 300
people right out of the Shock Theatre and

onto College Street, I remember members
of the Diodes just running and coughing.

MRR: I heard he was also rolling around
In broken glass at that gig that preceded

the fire extinguisher.

Barrie: Someone ran up in front of him and

started smashing bottles on the floor, so he

just dove off the stage and just started doing

the worm.

MRR: Were you allowed to play there

again after that?

Barrie: They sort of hinted that we
p
should

help clean up, but we were in such bad

shape that it didn't happen. Baby Oil and

Mark the bass player went to York University

to book us a gig and when they were there

the guy who loaded alcohol into the bar

showed up, so they stole and drank a forty

j ouncer of vodka but they mixed it with pills

called Artane, which are totally insane, They
were for Parkinson's disease. You would be

sitting there with four of your best friends

and then they would disappear. But you

may have had a three-hour tea party. You

just don't know.

Mark was found at a self-serve gas

station trying to fill up cars. He thought he

was at work. And Baby Oil disappeared. We
had a couple of gigs booked and we didn't

know where he was. We had to go. and line

up in a field and go across looking for a body.

The police had picked him up naked, he was
lying in a pond up by York University rolling

around. They took him to two hospitals.

Both times he was so crazy; "We have to

. take you to Whitby," and in those days they

could just give you a shot and sign you in for

thirty days, and you had no rights, so that's

what happened. I got this call a few days

later, "I'm in Whitby, man." He woke up in a

room with a dome at the door, and he went

up to the door and he was like "I'm okay. I

just overdosed." And all the guys who were •

' outside were like, "Yeah, I'm okay." And they.,

all start dancing around him, like one of your

worst nightmares.

MRR: At Club David's Baby Oil was
known to pull link sausage from his fly,

and I don't know what he was doing with

pork and beans...

Barrie: What was really gross about

the whole thing was that he never wore

underwear and he would take the link

sausage and put them in. The whole idea

was he was going to open his fly and pull

them out like a cartoon. But of course it's

all jammed in his jeans with his ten-inch

schlong and it just turned into mush. So
he would reach in his pants and just start

pulling out clumps of sausage. It was quite

hilarious.

MRR: Describe Club David's for us.

Barrie: Club David's was a really cool

mixture. It was a gay disco, and I dont think

it was doing that well, so they started to

allow punk there around September of 77.

After twelve o'clock it would go back to being

a disco. There was a restaurant attached to

it called the Garage for little nineteen year

old guys from the 'burbs or whatever. There

were transvestites, transsexuals, hookers,

pimps, and all kinds of neat street life,

and they would all come out arid be part

of David's. But I used to just hang out with

the deejay there. We would put two records

on at a time because you were trying to kill

disco as much as you could. You would

'play two records at the same time and they

wouldn't know.

Dennis: Where was David's?

Barrie: On Phibes Street. You know where

the Gas Works was? About a block north

and then you had to sneak and tuck in. Do
you remember Bellows? We practiced there,

there used to be a big disco called Bellows

and then they gutted it and our manager

got us in there and then the City of Toronto

chucked us out.

Dennis: We were there for a while. I

remember hiding our equiprnent amongst

constructibn debris so it wouldn't get stolen.

George: Our shows were our practices.

MRR: What was the last show 4hat the

Toyz played?

Barrie: The last show that the Toyz played

was Without Baby Oil, at the Shock Theatre

again ...

MRR: So they let you back In.

Barrie: Yeah they let us back in and they

were'cool. They thought it was a great show.

George: The Shock was run by fans.

MRR: You played with the Ugly there,

and I think you played with the Ugly at

David's didn't you? You were telling me
that one time the police came in looking

for somebody from the Ugly.

Barrie: They took the PA system. They came
in like totally cool. They knew the boys. It

was like "Oh hi Mike. How are ya doin'?"

They just grabbed all the stuff and out the

"

door. "Oh well. I guess that's all for tonight."

The next day Johnny Garbagecan had

another PA set up.

MRR: And Johnny Garbagecan was the

manager for the Ugly? And he always

had a briefcase with him.
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George: Johnny also published the first

punk fanzine.

Barrie: 7.0. Punk.

MRR: What came first the Crash 'n Burn

Newsletter or th& T.O. Punk?

George: Probably Crash 'n Bum Newsletter,

but I'm guessing..

MRR: Getting to zlnes, George you were

involved with Shades magazine. What
was your role in the zlne?

George: Well I wanted to do

something with more leg's under

.it then a fanzine. At the time I

thought Toronto needed a tabloid

from trie ground up. It's difficult

to conceive at this point that

Toronto had no underground

press, unless it was photocopied

and distributed as handouts. I

was inspired a bit by New York

Rocker. There was nothing here

from the street level. A lot of

the stuff was kind of verging on

academic, with a lot of theorizing.

There was some Marxist stuff,

some specific art publications,

but nothing from the street

that was looking at what was
happening around the corner.

What was happening down at

the Shock Theatre.

It's strange the way the public

record works. I never understood

it. Partly I wanted to get into putting

put a magazine because I understood that

it was really easy to be a public' record.

It is really easy to be the media as many
generations have discovered since. And

when you are the media you can write

the record, and that is a power that I think

everybody should access.

Barrie: But he couldnt write much about

us because people would whine so we had

Exister Tunes.

George: Not that there were any petty

personal politics going on in the Toronto

[

punk scene in the 70s.

«

MRR: There was a promoter that came in

from New York City, called Louie Louie.

Did he ever write for Shades?

George: No... he rings a bell but cant place

the contact.

MRR: He brought in a band called the

New York Niggers. He did the Dead Boys

at the Rock Palace.

George: If he did the Dead Boys I probably

met him because we hung out with the Dead

Boys as much as we could, they were nice

guys, a lot of fun and really talented.

Barrie: Jimmy Zero^my whole guitar style

is based on his rhythm guitar playing, not

Cheetah Chrome. I could never be a wailing

lead guitar guy, just that thick rhythm "Sonic

Reducer" kind of^sound. People say, "Ooh

it's like you were from the Cars^No, it was.

- the Dead Boys for god sakes. *

MRR: Did you get any international

feedback?

George: Well, we had international writers.

In fact one of those writers was Olivier

Cossard.

Barrie: He was our second bass player. Our

first bass player was f*aul who exploded or

something and then we had Olivier.
.

George: Olivier was a genuine Paris

intellectual, as he proclaimed himself, and

, he was right. He did some shows with us

and then bowed out. The thing is he is

almost like an anthropologist I think. He
dropped in on Toronto in the late 70s to see '

how this species lived.

parrie: And then the government caught

wind and he got deported.

George: And not a moment too soon. He
shaved his beard for us.

Barrie: Well yeah. That had to go.

MRR: Was Shades available outside

Toronto?

George: Yes. In fact an early coup for us was

to land national distribution across Canada.

I got letters from kids in the prairies, from

Banff and places. I felt a little sad sometimes

because I felt like I was selling them a myth

because I was making this stuff up. I was
*

rhapsodizing it.
:

MRR: Don't tell us that now after ail these

years.

George: If you are going to have

a scene you are going to need

media to create buzz around a

scene, it's their job to make a story

interesting. So I tried to make it

interesting. And I would get letters

from kids in the prairies. It was

so touching, 'I want to come to

Toronto to start a band. Thank you

so much for opening this world

to me.' If that's a positive then 1*11

accept it. I was glad about that.

But on the other hand I felt a little

dubious about it.

MRR: At the time! think Toronto

was for at least a year or two the

only place where you could get

exposure to this kind of music.

George: Well there was a scene in

Vancouver. DOA and. .

.

MRR: That happened a little

later I think.

George: I donl know. And there

was stuff going on in St. John's and Halifax.

There was stuff going on all over the place.

Barrie: Vancouver had some early bands

because they came to Toronto.

MRR: Weil there was the Skulls.

Barrie: The Skulls came with Joey Shithead,

and in fad they opened for themselves and

switched instruments and called themselves

Ernie And The Bloated Cows. Now there is a

fact you probably donl know.

MRR: So George, when you were at the

Shock and you saw the Toyz playing, i

guess that was the first time you got to

meet Barrie ...

George: Yeah. At the time what struck me
about the Toyz was that they had more

depth then the ordinary run of the mill punk

band. There were a lot of them around with

this monolithic sound. Kind of thin, with a top

end. You guys thought about bottom and it

seemed likeyou thought about arrangement.

You had real guts. It was real depth and

force. I said "I want to be in something like

that."

Barrie: I said, well there is a problem here;

the lead singer 's in the halfway house.

George: Perfect. I'll take over. We had such

brass.

Barrie: We started that way because Dennis

was going to start a band with Baby Oil. It

'

was going to be just drums and guitar. When
he was in Whitby he learned how to play

guitar sort of.

i



George: He would have made a million

dollars.

Dennis: It wouldn't have lasted.

Barrie: He was just going to use you and

him, and instead I stole you both.

MRR: How was getting Baby Oil to move
over to bass from being a front man?
Was he okay with that?

Barrie: Well, yeah. He sort of was already

onto a new life. He was washing dishes at

a disco or something.

George: He shed skins every couple of

weeks.

MRR: Sounds like It.

Barrie: Very Lou Reed-ish. That was his

hero. I was there one night when him and

his wife,Terry sat there and played a Beatles

song, and he did the picking part you know

the lead line and I thought, if you could do

that you can play bass. Olivier is getting

shipped off to Paris in two weeks, so why

don't you come practice. He went out and

bought himself a precision bass and within

a week he was our bass player.

MRR: And you knew Baby Oil from the

glam rock scene.

Barrie: I knew Baby Oil from when I was

eleven or twelve.

MRR: Tell me.about meeting Steve Leckie

of the vlietones during those giam rock

years.

. Barrie: We both met him because we used to

hang out with a big gang called the tacry's.

DO you remember these guys? There were

about twenty of them all called Larry.

Dennis: Yep. Guys brave enough to wear

glitter and platform shoes.

Barrie: Yeah. You were a lead singer in a

glitter band.

Dennis: Strange characters would show
- up, in big platform shoes. About six inches,

totally glammed out, it turned out to be Nazi

Dog. But back then he was Ariel. The first

thing he did was bum a beer off me.

Barrie: Dicjnl he have an English accent?

Dennis: We all did because it was cool to

be like Bowie.

MRR: I always remember back in

'77 in Toronto that there seemed to

be this accent that came with the

punk scene that was half New York

and half English, but I had never

heard that explanation before.

George: Exactly. We are half way

between New York and London, but

that's our strength, we have one foot

,in London and one in North America.

It causes groin strain, but it's a real

boost. <

Barrie: It was changing daily. It was
like rules were coming out. It was

like someone would make a decree

"Punks have no money, therefore

they don't do drugs." Really? Have

a look around. These decrees would

come around. Or a band woold get labeled

a new wave band and it would be like, "Oh

no, now we have that title."

George: And give the (iunks credit for

immediately putting down an attempted

takeover by right wing skinheads. Give them

credit for that. Within weeks that insurrection

was put down and they were put in their

place.

MRR: I never even heard of skinheads

until the early '80s. I didn't really see

that stuff in the punk scene. Even as a

bass player Baby Oil's stage presence

garnered him a lot of attention on and off

the stage.

George: Yeah, when he was on bass he

planted a flagpole in his ass. He claimed

that space.

Dennis: He was a strange looking fellow,

and large.

Barrie: But you know he was a softy, he

just looked like hell. He would show yp at

my house dressed like Judy Garland. He
would have a long white shirt on with nail

polish and his eyes and hair done like Judy

%
Garland. I opened the door and then I closed

! the door.

MRR: He got you guys In the promoters,
' the Garys' bad books. How did this come
about?

Barrie: We did a gig at

the Horseshoe and

they were mad because

two microphones thad

gone missing. We were

reaming everybody out,

we blamed the other

band; I think it was
the Sophisticates or

Children Of Divorce...

Baby Oil later produced

two microphones that he

grabbed. We didn't get

to do the Last Pogo. We
figured it was the mics.

George: We were

barred from doing the

Last Pogo; that was the

official record.

MRR: But you guys

got a lot of great support gigs at the

Horseshoe, like the Troggs and the

Heartbreakers.

George: Johnny Thunders.

Barrie: Yeah. Now he was a disappointment

unfortunately. All he was trying to do was

bum drugs and try to steal my amp.

Dennis: They absolutely would not take the

stage until they got their proper medication.

Barrie: When they got on it took them forty-

five minutes to tune. When they finally

played it was amazing.

Baby Oil was finally admitted to a

psychiatric hospital.

Barrie: Well that was in the Toyz. Yeah.

That dldnt happen after you- were the

Exlsters?

Barrie: No. He had many other adventures.

In the Existers he left when there was too

much amphetamines and speed. He quit,

sold his bass. With the $1,200 he got he

bought $300 worth of liquid speed. He hit an

. artery instead of a vein and had gang green.

They thought they had to cut off about half

of his arm, but it turned out that they cut off

half a finger. That was in that era. Dennis

moved over to bass after that.

MRR: Was he a changed man after he got

out of the hospital?

Barrie: Naw. He was the same guy.

Dennis: Finally the needle stopped spinning

and he was gone.

MRR: You guys played with the Poles at

a place called the Dream Factory. Where
was the Dream Factory?

George: It's in the old Goderman Woertz

Building.

Barrie: It's the original Toronto jail before the

Don Jail.

George: A catacomb. A rabbit hole.

Barrie: We saw these rooms that maybe if

you were 5' 8" you might be able to stand

in.them. .-,





had to hand stamp every one of them.

MRR: How was the record received?

Barrie: I was surprised. We got played on

Q107. We play-listed. We got play-listed

on 102. That was kind of neat. I remember

hearing "Radar Love" and then Telex Love"

back to back and my father being there and

finally going "Oh my son the guitar player.

He's a bum. Punk rocker."

MRR: Was It available outside of Toronto

or Canada?

Barrie: It got shipped to some oddball

places. San Francisco.

Dennis: We got no support whatsoever. And

then the band was breaking up.

Barrie: When Baby -Oil left it wasnt the

same band so we all lost spirit. We had a

manager at the time Adam Break, and he

disappeared and started working with the

Viletones.

MRR: Were you guys approached by any
major labels?

Barrie: No.

Dennis: We could see them running away.

MRR: Is there enough Exlsters material

recorded now from back then to put a

release out In the future?

Barrie: There-was a guy that recorded a set

at the Beverley.

MRR: So live recordings.

Barrie: It was really well done. There was

also some studio stuff that we did near the

encjthat has justgone by the wayside. When
Rush were recording with Max Webster we
were getting free studio time, coming in and

setting our equipment up in between these

monstrous drum kits. We did some songs

there that were pretty good but...

MRR: You guys went to great lengths to

avoid being categorized by the media.

Dennis: I know they wanted to put a sticker

on our 45. A new wave sticker. We refused.

Barrie: People just didnt know what to do

with us.

Dennis: We didnt want to be labeled.

MRR: And George did the" cover artwork

for the 7".

George: No, I screwed up the artwork.

There was an artist; I think he was a French

kid. We often had artists and writers just

drop in at Shades and visit. He showed us

his drawings. I appropriated one. His name
is on the cover.

Dennis: Electrique O Madness.

George: I thought this would make a nice

cover for the Existers record. I went and

screwed it up.- 1 put the Existers logo on the

top. I should have just let the picture speak

for itself.

MRR: in the last year and a half, there

seems to havebeen a lot of interest in the

first generation Toronto punk scene. Why

do you think this is ail of a sudden?

George: I think back to when I was a kid

and I was disdainful of pop culture, as we
all should be, at least at a certain level, and

I would go up to Sam's and comb the third

floor through their jazz and blues records.

I would see records by Mississippi John

Hurt and Son House and all these old guys,

Muddy Waters, Magic Sam. I thought, they

are old, they must be good; this must be

authentic. I think that's what is happening.

Barrie: But it was a huge shift in music.

It was like rock 'n' roll had just come to a

complete thud. Emerson Lake And Palmer

were travelling with an orchestra.

George: And the fans revived it. They

revived rock 'n* roll.

Barrie: The fans put the
t

bands together.

Compared to the early '80s scene out west,

where there was a much more sameness in

sound, every Toronto band was completely

different. But it was just that nobody seemed
to have a clue. They didnt care if they could

play or not, or how much of a virtuoso they

were. They were just making stuff up and

laying It down.

MRR: Do you think the Toronto scene got

the recognition it deserved at the time?

Barrie: I think it is getting it now. I don't think

it did at all back then.

Dennis: We were just a wart on the Toronto

. scene.

George: The music scene in Toronto

changed inexorably after 77. There was no

going back. Look, the rules had changed,

perspectives have changed, technology has

changed, everything has changed. From

now on it is going to be different and you

are going to use these
,

elements, which we
r have provided for you,

so good luck to you.

Maybe in a couple of

years you will have a
music industry in this

country. And we were

right.

MRR: Scott, tell me
about the last Existers

gig?

Scott: How long do

I have? We played

in Cobaconk. Some
foolish agent booked us

in Cobaconk, Ontario at

the comer of Highway

48 and 35 at the Paddy

House. We somehow
got up there. George

forgot his amp.

George: I pawned my
guitar because I needed

some money to live on.

Scott: We had a sound

crew that came with us,

and I remember it just

didn't feel right. There

were farmers playing"

billiards in the back. We did our sound

check and the lady behincLthe bar that ran

the place sajd "I hope that's not what you're,

going to play all weekend. Do you guys .

know any Elvis?" and we all looked at each

other like "Oh my God."

Dennis: Sure lady, we know lots of Elvis.

Scott: We play the first night and I dont

remember how many nights we actually

did.

Barrie: But we had signed a contract that

would give us four sets of forty or fifty

minutes each. We did our first set of thirty-

five minutes or whatever it is, and the guy

finds us and goes, "Now you must do an

extra twenty five minutes." We had to repeat

every single song.

Scott: I remember after our first set we had

little hotel rooms they gave us to sit in in-

between sets, and we went upstairs and

someone said you better come down there's

someone stealing your equipment and there

was a band called the Lindsay Huns that

were from Lindsay, Ontario, and these guys

had come in to watch us. In between our

sets they took all our mics so we couldnt

play. The sound guys that we hired for the

weekend called the cops. That was the last

Existers weekend.

Barrie: No. -Then we drove home and ran

out of gas. I tried to cut off a hose from an

air pump and suck gas out into my mouth,

get a siphon going and fill up. We couldn't

do it. We fell asleep in the car. We all had

horrible breath. It doesnt taste good and

you wake up in the morning and you have

pimples all over your face from the gasoline.

Oh that was enough.
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